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NEGLIGENCE 
(DEFENITION)

The behavior usually consists of actions, 
and can also consist of inaction when there 

is some duty to act
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Types of negligence 
⬜ Often negligence is medical crime (a doctor can help some one but 

he didn’t it, or a doctor exceeded his responsibilities and another 
situations).

⬜ Production negligence (when company know about  violations, and 
continuing do their job).

⬜ Also spontaneous emergencies on the street( for example when one 
person was dying and another person, who can save him, did 
nothing and etc).
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Gross Negligence
When negligent conduct is seen as extreme when compared to regular 
negligence, it is considered to be “gross negligence” in the eyes of the law.  
Examples of grossly negligent acts may include:

-A driver speeding through a busy parking lot where pedestrians are walking 
hits a shopping cart, forcing it into a man, resulting in serious injuries

-A provider of home care fails to show up as scheduled, and giving food and 
water to his elderly patient only once in three days. 
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Professional Negligence
Professional negligence may occur in a situation in which an individual has 
represented himself as having greater skills and abilities than the average 
person. For example, a person claiming to be a plumbing contractor would be 
assumed to have greater skills in plumbing than a neighbor who has a bit of 
experience tinkering with his own plumbing.
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Main rule of responsibility
      Actually negligence is such type of crime, 

which people must to avoid (be careful on 
work, look up everywhere and have sense of 
responsibility for his rights and 
responsibilities)
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Manual
⬜ So there is no protection from negligence. Only 

you own feels of responsibility, your attention 
will save you from negligence, so be careful 
because law is everywhere and people can’t 
hide from justice.
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Thanks for watching


